
ESSAY ON ENERGY CONSERVATION IS OUR RESPONSIBILITY

Energy is defined as the capacity of a physical system to perform work. In other words, It can be explained as the ability
to perform or com.

From the above mentioned strategies or techniques, adopted for electrical energy conservation in domestic
sector indicates huge energy saving potential. Energy conservation by countries[ edit ] Asia[ edit ] Despite the
vital role energy efficiency is expected to play in cost-effectively cutting energy demand, only a small part of
its economic potential is exploited in the Asia. To develop economy also giving a comfortable evironmment
for people to live. Wall, ceiling, floor and attic insulation will keep warmth in during the winter and heat out
during the summer. You can also avoid using the AC, which ups the fuel consumption of a car, if the outside
weather is good. According to the U. Working Weekdays: Occupied hours only as above, but with the times
restricted to say to  Convection ovens are more energy-efficient than standard ovens. For fluorescent lights,
make sure you use either a dimmer that is designed for them or fluorescent lights that are designed to work
with an incandescent dimmer. Close or adjust window blinds to block direct sunlight to reduce cooling needs
during warm months. Brick, Concrete and Stone walls are the mostly used types of walls in building
construction in India. Prefer doing what is why does this website! Ways to Save Energy at Home 1. It results
the extintion of some kind of species as they loss place to live. In warmer climates, the recommended R-value
is much lower than for buildings located in colder regions like the Northeast. But the problem with that
approach is that most people have seen it all many times before and consequently they rarely stop to think
about the underlying message. These can be home energy saving devices, if they are used, for example, to
prevent a light from being left on. If your building operates continuously every day, investigate the energy
consumption of different shifts. Department of Energy categorizes national energy use in four broad sectors:
transportation, residential, commercial, and industrial. They cannot be fuelish! We people waste a lot of
energy in our daily usage either by not turning the lights off when not in use or by utilizing old and inefficient
appliances that consume large amount of energy or by not switching off the vehicle engine when the light is
really long. Office equipment: i. Where the energy comes from, iv. The following calculation shows the
savings if an automatic water controller is installed: The savings will increase with the increase of the rating of
the motor and the time of overflow. For example, if one person is working late in a large open office, will they
have to light the entire office just to light their desk? These plants do generate energy but also pollute the
environment by emitting harmful gases in the atmosphere. As human activities ,the natural environment is
being destroy, so we have a responsibility to save them. They cannot be excused a short in hindi. Operation of
the refrigerator with right hand takes longer time since door opening and handing the contents is to be done by
right hand only. Another method to conserve energy in this area is to use the natural light effectively so that
the period of usage of lamps may be minimized. Programmable thermostats are great home energy saving
devices. Fluorescent lamps are also popular and are used mainly in the utility areas like reading rooms,
bedrooms and living rooms, though they are costlier by more than 10 to 15 times than incandescent lamps. We
use cookies to give you the best experience possible. It also have many function such as to control soil erosion
,to maintain the fertility of soil In asethetic consideration ,wild plant supply us many useful material , oils,
paper and herbal medicines. Energy Conservation Measures in Office: Similar to the energy conservation
opportunities and measures applicable in the domestic house, we can save substantial amount of electrical
energy by adopting simple techniques or measures in the office as well. Nuclear energy should structure my
paper, they cannot be extended there are sure how easy. Energy profiles show how much energy is being used
at particular times-of- the-day and days-of-the-week â€” you want to be able to have a pretty good idea of
what equipment is using that energy and why it needs to be using it at the times in question. Today, most of
the industries are requested to reduce their energy consumption by using renewable energy sources and
optimizing their energy usage.


